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In 2018, ING admitted serious shortcomings in the area of  financial 
economic crime
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2018 in the media
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• Tone at the top and the way it resonated bottom up

• KYC was not the highest priority

• Business over Compliance

• Not enough attention for behavioural risk

• Reliance on hard rather than soft controls

What caused this?
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Not through a huge culture change programme but rather by focussing on 
areas which are important from the behavioural risk perspective:

• Strengthening the tone from the top – making sure employees understand 
it

• Enhancing (integrity) risk awareness

• Assessing and addressing behavioural risks

• Attention for soft controls, culture and dilemma management

In response to this, ING decided to enhance the structural focus on 
“behavioural risks”
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Where people work together there is behavioural risk
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What is behavioural risk?

• Behavioural Risk is the risk that certain behaviours lead to undesired results

• Behavioural risks arise where people work together in teams, organizations or companies

• If an organization wants to understand and manage behavioural risk, a risk assessment is the 
starting point

• Based on this, interventions to stimulate and incentivize desired and disincentive undesired 
behaviours can be taken
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Behavioural risk assessments enable the design and  implementation 
of  behavioural interventions to shift in focus

From… 
interventions focusing on motivation

…To 
interventions focusing on creating the right conditions and abilities

Motivation MotivationAbility AbilityConditions Conditions

Three focus points for effective behavioural change: 

• Motivation: Are people motivated enough to show desired behaviours?
• Ability: Are people able to show desired behaviours?
• Conditions: Have we created the right conditions /circumstances under which people 

behave?
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Behavioural risk model

safety



• Management

• Procuration schemes

• Governance manuals

• Access controls

• Key controls

• KPI’s

• Charters

• Decision matrices

• More rule oriented

• Leadership – tone at the top

• Motivation

• Shared culture and vision

• Performance management / feedback

• Communication

• Mentoring/coaching

• Banker's oath

• Dilemma management

• More principle based
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Soft controls vs. hard controls

Soft controls Hard controls



ING’s dilemma model

Rationale
• Focus on the capability to deal with grey areas and difficult decisions, where stakeholders are 

impacted – such as customers or society at large

• Issues of tomorrow  are recognized by discussing dilemmas of today to increase

• Awareness and understanding  of these requirements and overcome certain biases in decision
making

Enhancing integrity and awareness: Orange Code Dilemma Dialogue
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• Training of compliance community to support first line to deal with business dilemmas: e.g. facilitating 
dilemma  dialogues, creating awareness, collecting dilemmas for lessons learned

• Training all employees world wide

• To safeguard consistency across the bank

• Information flow to senior management on frequently returning issues

How did we implement this?
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Thank you
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